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Artist Background
My visual vocabulary is one of gesture and motion explored through many 
different media, including painting, drawing, installation, and animation. Although 
my gestures are abstract and formal, I believe they display human-like aspects 
within their minimal state; they are full of whimsy and playfulness, elegance and 
a child-like beauty. Through the specific, awkward placement of these abstract 
forms, it is my intention to tell a visual story as they evoke movement in space.  

My desire to actually make these gestures move through time, though, led me to 
create my first abstract animation, “Pile,” in 2006. I consider all of my animations 
“drawings in space”: drawings that come alive and create a narrative that is 
abstract while also evoking feelings of something present, implying something 
representational.  I like my characters to move gracefully through their abstract 
worlds, creating aspects of modern dance as they evolve.    

Since 2008, five of my animations have been screened in film festivals across the 
country. In addition, these and others have been selected as part of solo and 
group exhibitions in galleries and museums over the past six years. My two most 
recent, “Carrier” and “Community,” were premiered in 2011 and 2013 in the East 
Wing Auditorium at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC, in a screening 
of abstract animations by both living and deceased artists. 

Each animation is a lateral expansion, evolution, and continuation of my visual 
vocabulary. My most recent animation from three years ago explored figuration 
directly for the first time, moving back and forth between the natural and the 
abstract as I challenged the viewer's sense of proportion. I am now seeking 
funding to create my next film, pushing myself to further intertwine 
representational figuration with discovering more colorful abstraction. 

In addition, I would also like to expand into the idea of collaboration between my 
moving images and live music. With classical musicians responding in a real-time 
performance to the visual imagery, my goal is to reference the silent film era 
when all film was accompanied by live, in-house music. The twist is that this live, 
classical music (Bach string quartet) will accompany contemporary and colorful 



abstract animation while still harkening back to the time before sound movies 
were produced.  

Major Goal
My major goal is to finish and premiere my next abstract animation, which will be 
my longest to date. I expect that this new work will expand my visual vocabulary 
further into more color and use of representation. In addition, I will be curating 
and producing/hiring live music to accompany this animation, which will be a new 
challenge for me. I am also very excited to expose the general public to this 
often-neglected art form, not only with these screenings but also through the 
process of education that will be provided during and after the performances 
when we publicly discuss the history of abstract animation and it’s current state 
within the contemporary art world. And finally, I will be submitting the animation to 
film festivals across the state upon completion. 

Barriers
My animations take many months to make because the process is laborious and 
costly. I first scan my gestures into the computer, and then I work hand-in-hand 
— literally —sitting next to the animator as he/she manipulates and moves the 
images to my specifications (using After Effects). Slowly we build a timeline and 
narration, but there are many stops and starts. It’s not unlike a sculptor working 
in an atelier with a Master Guildsman. Although it’s very time consuming, these 
funds will allow me to complete this new work with the essential assistance of an 
animator. As we near completion, I will then hire a classical string quartet to 
perform Johann Sebastian Bach’s “The Art of the Fugue,” Contrapunctus 1-3. 
The selection of musicians (UofMN students) and scheduling of rehearsals, etc., 
all take time and money. 

Actions
March – May 2017: 

• Begin initial sketches and drawings. Create timeline of animation 
“narrative.” Interview animators. Hire animator. Contact potential classical 
musicians. Begin to scan in drawings. Begin work on animation, mapping 
out direction of animation. Organize exhibit and screening details with 
venues.

June – August 2017:
• Continue working with animator side-by-side, making drawings, scanning 

them in, manipulating them based on pacing, spatial needs, intended 
musical accompaniment, etc. Hire musicians.

September – November 2017:
• Finish animation by November for first screening in St. Paul (Minnesota 

Museum of American Art). Rehearse music with completed animation. 
Screen animation with live music at the museum. Post-performance 
discussion with audience. Publicize performance via Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, emailing to my list of contacts, etc.  Begin to submit to 
Minnesota Film Festivals.



December 2017:
• Screen animation with live music in Rochester, MN (The Rochester Arts 

Center). Post-performance discussion with audience. Continue publicizing 
performance.  Continue submitting to Minnesota Film Festivals.

January – February 2018:
• Screen animation with live music in Minneapolis, MN (The Weisman Art 

Museum). Post-performance discussion with audience. Continue 
publicizing performance. Continue submitting to Minnesota Film Festivals. 
Conduct exit interviews with collaborators. Compile public surveys and 
data collection.

Community Component
There will be at least three screenings where I will speak and interact with the 
public, showing the animation along with the live music accompaniment. I have 
already received commitments from three Minnesota museums: The Weisman 
Art Museum (Minneapolis), The Minnesota Museum of American Art (St. Paul), 
and The Rochester Art Center (Rochester). During the post-performance Q&A 
sessions after each screening, we will discuss the history of abstract animation 
while emphasizing the current state of this lesser-known corner of the 
contemporary art world. In addition, we will discuss the history of the silent film 
era as it influenced the early abstract filmmakers and how this concept is still 
relevant in the early 21st century. The musicians will also be included in this 
discussion. Finally, I will be submitting this new animation to several Minnesota 
film festivals including the Art House, Free Range, Speechless, Sound Unseen, 
and the MPLS Underground, Film Festivals.

Impact on the state and creative community
I will be engaging individuals from the Twin Cities in the music community and 
the computer graphics world on this project. At least three museums will be 
involved in which curators and directors will take part in the programming. 
Through public discussions, this project will create opportunities for diverse 
Minnesotans to experience an untraditional form of animation that is largely 
unknown in our world of mass media consumption, creating an experience that 
challenges their understanding of the possibilities of animation. This is an 
exciting opportunity to engage with many varied groups, as abstract film crosses 
all barriers of race, age, and gender. Children have also been huge fans of past 
animations, and the accompanying live music will open up many windows of 
imagination. Finally it is my intention to be visible to other practicing and potential 
artists in this area of abstract film, encouraging them to consider contributing to 
this most important, yet largely unknown segment of contemporary art.

==

Sharon Louden's new abstract animation portrays a visual narrative bridging a 
figurative and abstracted world. Accompanied by a live classical string quartet 



playing Bach’s, “The Art of the Fugue,” each screening is filled with wonder and 
imagination.


